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Jesse Collings (representing Birmingham), and Henry Broad-
hurst (representing trade unionism) sat with others under Dilke's
chairmanship. Their report in 1885 was followed by yet another
act. Meanwhile the local authorities had begun to attack the
worst slums. In London between 1876 and 1884 the Metro-
politan Board of Works undertook schemes which displaced
22,872 persons and rehoused 28,352. The weak feature in them
(paralleled elsewhere) was that the board never provided the re-
housing itself, but merely offered the sites for sale on the condition
that they should be so used. But for the existence of philanthropic
bodies like the Peabody Trust, the effects would have been even
worse than they were. Yet the individualist preference for avoid-
ing public enterprise, wherever possible, died hard.
Though municipal enterprise in Birmingham under Cham-
berlain struck the imagination most, the great cities of northern
England were moving even earlier. Manchester opened up
Deansgate—its equivalent to Corporation Street—under an act
obtained in 1869. In the same year it appointed its first medical
officer of health; Birmingham's was not appointed till 1875.
Liverpool had anticipated them both as far back as 1847. The
Manchester town hall, completed in 1877, was at that date un-
equalled for size and convenience among the municipal build-
ings of Europe. At Liverpool the greatest of the city's features,
its monumental granite-walled docks, received their most impor-
tant additions during this period at the hand of the Mersey Dock
and Harbour Board- The Liverpool Municipality in the early
eighties showed itself particularly active in slum-clearing. Brad-
ford's Italianate town hall and exchange date from the seventies.
All these cities (and with them, notably, Glasgow) began now to
embark upon one type after another of municipal trading—
water, gas, trams, electricity. The common feature of these was
that the services concerned, whether in private or in public
hands, were 'natural monopolies9. In London at this period they
were without exception left to be exploited by companies; which
in some cases (especially water) were unequal to their task and
grew distinctly unpopular. In the great provincial cities, where
municipalization became increasingly the vogue, it had not been
identified in the minds of its promoters with any collectivist prin-
ciple. They were simply empirical Englishmen facing public
needs, and trying to meet each of them specifically in what
appeared the most practical way. Only as the period of this

